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ABSTRACT
Background/Aims Evidence demonstrating an association between parental alcohol use and
offspring alcohol use from robust prospective studies is lacking. We tested the direct and
indirect associations between parental and young adult alcohol use via early alcohol
initiation, parental monitoring and associating with deviant peers.
Design Prospective birth cohort study. Path analysis was used to assess the possible
association between parental alcohol use (assessed at 12 years) and alcohol use in young
adults (assessed at 18 years) via potential mediators (assessed at 14 and 15.5 years,
respectively).
Setting SW England.
Participants Data were available on 3,785 adolescents and their parents from the Avon
Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children.
Measurements The continuous AUDIT score was used as the primary outcome measure.
Maternal alcohol use was defined as light (<4 units on any day), moderate (≥4 units on 1-3
days), and high-risk (≥4 units on ≥4 days in one-week). Partner alcohol use was also defined
as light, moderate and high-risk. Socioeconomic variables were included as covariates.
Findings There was strong evidence of a total effect from maternal alcohol use to young
adult alcohol use (moderate: b=1.07, 95% CI=.64, 1.49, p<.001; high-risk: b=1.71, 95%
CI=1.07, 2.35, p<.001). The majority of this association was explained through early alcohol
initiation (moderate: b=0.14, 95% CI=.04, .25, p=.01; high-risk: b=0.24, 95% CI=.07, .40,
p<.01), and early alcohol initiation/associating with deviant peers (moderate: b=0.06, 95%
CI=.02, .10, p<.01; high-risk: b=0.10, 95% CI=.03, .16, p<.01). There was strong evidence of
a remaining direct effect (moderate: b=0.81, 95% CI=.39, 1.22, p<.001; high-risk: b=1.28,
95% CI=.65, 1.91, p<.001). A similar pattern of results was evident for partner alcohol use.
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Conclusions Young adults whose parents have moderate or high risk alcohol consumption
are more likely to consume alcohol than those with parents with lower alcohol consumption.
This association appears to be partly accounted for by earlier alcohol use initiation and higher
prevalence of association with deviant peers.

INTRODUCTION
Family influences and parental behaviour are critical in shaping how young people use
alcohol and whether they experience alcohol-related negative consequences (1–3). Notably,
parental alcohol use, the provision of alcohol to adolescents, low levels of parental
monitoring, a low-quality parent-child relationship, and lack of parental support are all
implicated in young people initiating alcohol use earlier and whether they use alcohol during
adolescence (1,4).
While a considerable body of evidence demonstrates the impact of parental alcohol
use on child alcohol use, it remains important to gain a greater understanding of the
mechanisms underlying the range of potential parental influences, which can influence
intervention design and policy (3). However, the impact of parenting on childhood outcomes
is limited by imprecise measures and their inconsistent use (1). A recent systematic review of
prospective cohort studies (3) identified a deficit of studies that have some capacity for causal
inference on the relationship between parental and adolescent alcohol use. Four studies that
did have some “capacity for causal inference” (i.e., addressed some, but not all, of the
following criteria: theory-driven approach and analysis, analytical rigour, and identification
and control of sources of bias), reported that parental alcohol use predicts alcohol use in their
children and the prevalence of related problems (5–8). However, the limited use of theorydriven analysis, small data sets, and lack of control for confounding factors, mean that there
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remains considerable uncertainty around the strength of causal inference and the mechanisms
of parental influence, or pathways of effect. Moreover, inconsistency was identified around
the influence of maternal versus paternal drinking practices (3,7,9–12), thus how aspects of
the parent-child relationship influence outcomes remains unclear.
This current prospective cohort study examined the influence of parental alcohol use
(recorded when their children were 12 years of age) on characteristics of alcohol use when
their children were young adults (18 years of age), and assessed the extent that any
associations were mediated by the extent that parents monitor their children’s activities,
whether children had already initiated alcohol use by 14 years of age, and whether children
associated with deviant peers at age 15.5 years. The aims were to (1) estimate the association
between parental alcohol use, using separate graded measures of maternal and partner alcohol
use, and young adult alcohol use, (2) test whether this association was mediated by parental
monitoring, early alcohol initiation, and associating with deviant peers. We expected to find
that (i) parental alcohol use would be positively associated with young adult alcohol use and
that (ii) this association would be partly explained through mediators: early alcohol initiation,
low parental monitoring, and associating with deviant peers.
METHOD
Design
Our approach was informed by recommendations made by Rossow and colleagues (3) and
their criteria for strengthening capacity for causal inference. Thus, we have utilized: (1) a
theory-driven analytic approach (examining mechanisms from parental to young adult
alcohol use and the inclusion of important covariates; (2) analytic rigour (using path analysis
to examine the suggested mechanisms in rich longitudinal data; and (3) minimizing sources
of bias (including separate graded measures of maternal and paternal alcohol use collected at
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an age which could plausibly influence offspring alcohol use and could assess whether a
dose-response relationship exists).
Path models, in a structural equation modelling framework, were used to examine the
association between parental and young adult alcohol use and whether these associations
were mediated through early alcohol initiation, parental monitoring, and associating with
deviant peers. Maternal reports of their own and their partner’s frequency of alcohol use was
assessed when the young person was 12 years of age. The young person provided selfreported information on early alcohol initiation and perceived parental monitoring, both
assessed at age 14 years; associating with deviant peers assessed at age 15.5 years; and
alcohol use assessed at age 18 years. The clear temporal ordering of exposure, potential
mediating variables, and outcome helps to rule out the possibility of reverse causality.
Participants and Procedure
We used data from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC), which
recruited 14,541 pregnant mothers who resided in the former Avon Health Authority in the
southwest of England, and had an estimated date of delivery between April 1, 1991 and
December 31, 1992. Of the 13,988 offspring alive at one year, a small number of participants
withdrew from the study (n=24). The sample was further restricted to singletons or first-born
twins, resulting in a starting sample of 13,775. Detailed information about ALSPAC is
available online www.bris.ac.uk/alspac and in the cohort profiles (13,14). A fully searchable
data dictionary is available on the study’s website (www.bris.ac.uk/alspac/researchers/dataaccess/data-dictionary/). Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the ALSPAC
Ethics and Law Committee and the Local Research Ethics Committees. Data collection is by
postal questionnaires and regular “focus” clinics. Each study is required to submit a research
proposal to be approved by the executive committee before gaining access to the ALSPAC
data. The overall aims of the study were included in this proposal.
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MEASURES
Exposures: Parental alcohol use
Mothers completed a postal questionnaire about their daily alcohol consumption over the past
week when their children were age 12 years. Responses, including beverage type and volume
consumed, were converted into UK standard units (8g alcohol). A three-category variable
was created to capture light (drinking <4 units on any single day; n=3,593/6,356 (56.5%),
moderate (drinking ≥4 units on 1-3 days; n=2,210/6,356 (34.8%), and high-risk alcohol use
(drinking ≥4 units on ≥4 days in one-week; n=553/6,356 (8.7%).
Maternal reports of partner’s frequency of drinking four or more units of alcohol was
assessed from the same questionnaire. Again, a three-category variable was created to capture
light (drinking ≥4 units on ≤5 occasions in one-month; n=2,836/5,953 (47.6%), moderate
(drinking ≥4 units on ≥5 occasions in one month but less than daily; n=2,691/5,953 (45.2%),
and high-risk drinking (drinking ≥4 units daily; n=426/5,953 (7.2%). For all analyses, light
parental drinking is taken as the reference group. Focusing on these distinct measures allows
us to test whether there is a potential dose-response relationship between parental and young
adult alcohol use. Further information on parental alcohol use is provided in the
Supplementary Material.
Offspring outcomes measures: Alcohol problem use at age 18 years
Alcohol use was assessed using the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT; (15)
during a computer-based session at a research clinic when respondents were aged
approximately 18 years (range 0-40, M=17.8 years; SD=0.46). The continuous AUDIT total
score is used as the main outcome measure since it reflects the extent of alcohol involvement
across a broad continuum of severity. However, examining effects on hazardous alcohol use
is also of public health importance as it is a pattern of alcohol use that increases the risk of
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harmful consequences for the user and others (15,16). Results examining hazardous alcohol
use are presented in secondary analyses.
Mediators
Early alcohol use: Information on alcohol use in early adolescence was assessed using a
computer-assisted survey completed by the young person at approximately 14 years of age
(M=13.8 years; SD=0.21) when they attended a research clinic. Participants completed a
question asking them how many times they had consumed a whole drink of alcohol in the past
six months. As we wanted to capture early alcohol initiation, a cut-off of consuming a whole
drink three or more times in the past six months was chosen (present/absent) n=1,140/5,731
(19.9%).
Parental monitoring: Information on parental monitoring was provided by the young person
(completed independently of their parents) at the same clinic using a computerized 12-item
self-report (see Supplementary Material for a list of items). Internal consistency was good
(α=.79). Offspring reports were used as a recent study has found that adolescent reports on
their parents monitoring were more accurate then parental reports (17).
Association with deviant peers: Deviant activity in the young person’s peer group was
assessed using self-reports at age 15.5 years (M=15.5 years; SD=0.35) in a research clinic
using a computer-assisted survey. The items were indexed using a questionnaire from the
17-item Edinburgh Study of Youth Transitions and Crime (18). Response options were
yes/no with items summed to create a total score. Internal consistency was good (α=.86) with
higher scores reflecting greater levels of peer deviance.
Assumptions in mediation models: Four assumptions were made with respect to confounding
in mediation analyses (19). First, control must be made for exposure-outcome confounding.
Second, control must be made for mediator-outcome confounding. Third, control must be
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

made for exposure-mediator confounding. Finally, there should be no mediator-outcome
confounder that is itself affected by the exposure. In the current analyses, all variables were
assumed to confound all paths, and these were all assessed or reported to occur before the
assessment of the exposure.
Background covariates
A range of measures, assessed prior to the exposure, were included as covariates in the
model. Measures of socio-economic position (SEP) were recorded in maternal self-report
questionnaires administered during pregnancy. These included: maternal age at delivery, SEP
(unskilled/semiskilled manual; skilled manual/nonmanual; managerial/technical; and
professional), maternal education (<O level: indicating no formal qualification; O level:
indicating completion of school examinations at 16 years of age; and >O level: indicating
completion of college or university education at or after age 18 years), maternal smoking
during first trimester in pregnancy (yes/no), housing tenure (mortgaged, subsidized renting,
and private renting), and household income (ranging in quintiles from the lowest to highest
20%).
Statistical analysis
A mediation model (Figure 1) was run to examine whether there was evidence of an indirect
pathway from parental alcohol use, measured prior to adolescence, to alcohol use at age 18.
Although alcohol initiation is operationalized as a binary measure, when using the robust
weighted least squares (WLSMV) estimator it is treated as a manifestation of an underlying
latent continuous response variable. This approach has been conducted using the traditional
“product of coefficients” approach to examine mediation models (20). Direct and indirect
effects can be obtained. Indirect effects are derived by multiplying the parameters along each
of the paths from exposure to outcome (example presented in Figure 2 footnote).
Unstandardized linear regression coefficients are reported for the total, total indirect, specific
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

indirect, and direct effects. Direct and indirect effects reflect a change in the continuous
AUDIT score. Analyses were conducted in Mplus version 8 (21).

[insert Figure 1 here]
Missing data
Data was available on 4,376 participants before adjusting for covariates (all assessed in the
antenatal period). The inclusion of covariates had a minimal impact on the fully adjusted
sample size of n=3,785 (2,124 females and 1,661 males). Figure S1 shows a flow chart of
data retention in ALSPAC. The missing at random (MAR) assumption was made more
plausible by the inclusion of socio-demographic variables in the fully adjusted models.
Missing data were handled using the expectation maximization algorithm based on the
assumption of being ‘missing at random’ on exogenous covariates (22). The pairwise
present method uses polychoric correlations for pairwise present data and ignores only the
missing values involved in the two variables, as opposed to all the information about the
case (22).
Models were run using inverse probability weighting (IPW) (23) to address any
potential bias caused by participant drop-out. Weights were derived from a logistic regression
model between a set of measures assessed in pregnancy that were independently predictive of
missing data and/or variables in the analysis (maternal severe depression, maternal smoking
in pregnancy, parity, use of car, marital status, damp/mould/condensation on internal walls of
accommodation) and participants who were in the analysis n=3,785/9,556. Additional
information on the IPW analyses are presented in Supplementary Material. As it is not
possible to incorporate bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals and weights into the
same model, models using IPW are reported as the main results. Sensitivity analyses using
bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals are presented in Table S1. As a further
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sensitivity check, we investigated the effect of the missing data technique on the complete
case sample (Table S2).
Secondary analyses
Hazardous alcohol use in young adulthood was examined using the standard cut-off of 8 or
more for ‘hazardous’ alcohol use (15).

RESULTS
Descriptive data
Table 1 shows evidence of a relationship between socio-demographic variables and missing
data on alcohol use at age 18 years. Overall, participants included in the study were more
likely to be female, later alcohol initiation, and less association with deviant peers.
Participants were also more likely to be from higher income families, higher social class,
maternal partner consuming lower levels of alcohol, and living in mortgaged accommodation.
Their mothers had lower levels of education, were less likely to smoke in pregnancy, and
were older at age of delivery.
[insert Table 1 here]
Path models
Path coefficients demonstrating the association between parental alcohol use and young adult
alcohol use via the hypothesized mediators are presented in Figure 2.
[insert Figure 2 here]
Table 2 shows robust evidence of a total indirect effect from maternal alcohol use to young
adult alcohol use through parental monitoring, early alcohol use, and peer deviance (overall
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indirect effect from maternal moderate alcohol use: b=.26, 95% CI=.08, .44, p=.001; and
maternal high-risk alcohol use: b=.43, 95% CI=.15, .71, p<.01). When examining the specific
indirect effects for maternal alcohol use, the majority of the indirect effect was accounted for
through early alcohol use (moderate alcohol use: b=.14, 95% CI=.04, .25, p=.01; high-risk
alcohol use: b=.24, 95% CI=.07, .40, p<.01), and early alcohol use and later peer deviance
(moderate alcohol use: b=.06, 95% CI=.02, .10, p<.01; high-risk alcohol use: b=.10, 95%
CI=.03, .16, p<.01). There was further evidence of a remaining direct effect (moderate
alcohol use: b=.81, 95% CI=.39, 1.22, p<.001; high-risk alcohol use: b=1.28, 95% CI=.65,
1.91, p<.001).
We found a similar pattern of findings when examining partner alcohol use. There
was weak evidence to suggest that parental monitoring accounted for some of the association
between partner alcohol use and young adult alcohol use (moderate alcohol use: b=.06, 95%
CI=.01, .10, p=.02; high-risk alcohol use: b=.08, 95% CI=.00, .16, p=.06), and through
parental monitoring and later peer deviance (moderate alcohol use: b=.04, 95% CI=.01, .06,
p=.02; high-risk alcohol use: b=.05, 95% CI=.00, .10, p<.05). Finally, there was insufficient
evidence to suggest a direct effect of partner high-risk alcohol use and young adult alcohol
use (b=.58, 95% CI=-.15, .1.31, p=.12).
[insert Table 2 here]
Missing data: sensitivity analyses
Overall, findings from the models using bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals
(Table S1) and the complete case analyses (Table S2) supported the main findings. There was
strong evidence of a total indirect effect from parental alcohol use (moderate and high-risk) to
young adult alcohol use through parental monitoring, early alcohol use, and peer deviance.
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There was also evidence of a remaining direct effect apart from partner high risk alcohol use
and young adult alcohol use.
Secondary analyses
Overall the findings focusing on hazardous alcohol use in young adulthood supported the
findings from the main analyses (Table S3). There was strong evidence of a total indirect
effect from parental alcohol use (moderate and high-risk) to young adult alcohol use through
parental monitoring, early alcohol use, and peer deviance. There was also evidence of a
remaining direct effect for all models. Further information is provided in Supplementary
Material.

DISCUSSION
We found strong evidence of an indirect effect between parental alcohol use and their
children’s alcohol use in young adulthood – primarily through early alcohol initiation and
associating with deviant peers. Overall, there was evidence also of a direct pathway from
parental alcohol use to alcohol use in young adulthood, suggesting an independent effect of
parental alcohol use on young adult alcohol use not explained through our hypothesized
mediators. There was insufficient evidence to indicate a direct pathway from partner highrisk alcohol use to alcohol use in young adulthood.
Comparison with previous studies
Our findings support those of systematic reviews and meta-analyses evidencing an
association between parental alcohol use and both the initiation of alcohol use and levels of
alcohol use among adolescent children (3,4,24). Building on social cognitive theory and
recent models of cognitive transference, (25–27) low parental monitoring may increase the
likelihood of early alcohol initiation and association with deviant peers via the perception of
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more tolerant or more permissive parental attitudes towards adolescent alcohol use, which
may be modelled directly by young people, or indirectly, through the transference of attitudes
that are positive or approving towards alcohol use and its consequences. Indeed, even before
initiation of alcohol use, children are exposed to motives and expectancies as to the effects of
alcohol which can originate from parental observation and shape later behaviour (27). All of
these factors, if present, can reduce the risk of initiation of alcohol use and alcohol misuse
during adolescence (4), thus, as a corollary, if absent, could increase the likelihood of early
initiation of adolescent drinking.
As children transition to adolescence, relationships with peers take on a more
important role. A number of studies demonstrate a role for the selection of peers with similar
drinking levels (28–31), and the influences of perceived or actual drinking behaviours of
peers (32). A social learning perspective would suggest that alcohol use with deviant alcoholusing role models can contribute to the maintenance or escalation of use via modelling of
behaviour (33) or the perception of peer norms (34). Thus, early initiation and continuation of
drinking may encourage the selection of similar higher-level drinking peers and subsequent
influences that further increase alcohol use (35).
Notably, in this study, by assessing separate measures of maternal and paternal
alcohol use, we have identified distinct effects of each parent/ guardian, with mothers having
both a direct and indirect role. The role of maternal partners was less consistent. There was
evidence of both indirect and direct effect of partners who were moderate drinkers, while
there was evidence of an indirect effect only for partners who were high-risk drinkers.
Overall, about 25% of the total effect for models examining maternal alcohol use, and about
40% of the total effect for models examining partner alcohol use were explained through the
hypothesized mediators.
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To date, findings regarding the comparative impact of each parent are somewhat
mixed, with studies reporting greater impacts of maternal (8,10,11,36) versus paternal alcohol
use; with others reporting associations between paternal, but not maternal, alcohol use and
alcohol use in adolescence (7,12). This may, in part, be due to the use of different measures
of alcohol use among adolescents and parents between studies, using maternal self-reports
and maternal reports of partner alcohol use, assessing alcohol use at different time points, and
geographic location of studies, which could influence cultural practices.

Strengths and limitations
This study has a number of strengths including the use of: 1) theory to inform the analytic
approach; 2) analytic rigour; and 3) minimizing sources of bias. We acknowledge, however,
several limitations. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that exclusion of parents
without complete information might have biased our findings for reported alcohol use, there
was minimal change to the models when differential dropout was accounted for using inverse
probability weighting. Furthermore, the inclusion of a number of covariates (which have been
shown to predict dropout at age 18 years) had minimal impact on the association between
parental and young adult alcohol, indicating that the adjusted models including IPW should
be addressing the impact of non-response bias.
Second, self-reported alcohol use is often under-reported or exaggerated (37),
however participants completed questionnaires individually and were assured of the
anonymity of their responses. Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that self-reported
alcohol use is a reliable and valid method (38). Third, it was not possible to include
interactive or additive effects of parental alcohol use as reports of parental alcohol use were
assessed over different time periods (i.e., units per week/month). Although the use of separate
self-reported measures would have been preferable, maternal reports of their partners alcohol
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use was used because of (1) the rate of attrition in partner reporting, and (2) the very good
inter-rater agreement between parental reports of partners drinking practices reported
previously in ALSPAC (39). Fourth, the indirect effects were small in magnitude. However,
as the “causal” process becomes more distal, the size of the effect typically gets smaller as it
becomes more likely that it is transmitted through additional links in the causal chain,
affected by competing causes, and by random factors (40), such as parental supply of alcohol
and access to alcohol in the home (41).
Summary and implications
We strengthen the evidence on potential “transmission” of adverse alcohol use from parents
to their children. Our study incorporated many of the guidelines outlined by the Rossow et al
systematic review and now represents the strongest evidence of an association between
parental and offspring alcohol use to date. Although we have incorporated several guidelines
for strengthening causal inference in observational studies, we do not seek to over interpret
our results as drawing causal inference. We have identified direct and indirect pathways of
parental influence on adolescent alcohol use. Our findings indicate a need to focus prevention
efforts on parental alcohol use, behaviours and attitudes, as well as the influence of parental
alcohol use through early initiation and peer associations and influences. Since combined
parent and child alcohol prevention programmes have been found to be effective in reducing
the initiation and frequency of alcohol use during adolescence (42,43), targeting of
prevention efforts early in the life course, while engaging parents, may play an important role
in delaying initiation of alcohol use and reducing susceptibility to peer influences throughout
adolescence, thus reducing alcohol-associated harms over the longer-term.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized model showing associations among parental alcohol use, parental
monitoring, early alcohol initiation, peer deviance, and drinking in young adulthood,
adjusted for background covariates. Model adjusted for gender, maternal age at delivery,
maternal smoking in pregnancy, maternal education, family income, housing tenure, sociodemographic position (all assessed in pregnancy).
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Table 1. Descriptive characteristics for the complete sample and partial responders (based on
the sample size used in the IPW n=9,556)
Available
(n=3,785)
N (%)

Categorical measures
Maternal alcohol use

Not available
(n=5,771)
N (%)

Yes 1,049 (34.7)

916 (35.4)

Yes 1,249 (43.6)

1,129 (47.4)

Statistical test
χ2(1)=0.32

Partner alcohol use
χ2(1)=7.57**

Early alcohol initiation
605 (18.1)

467 (21.8)

χ2(1)=10.95**

Males 1,723 (43.8)

3,039 (54.0)

χ2(1)=94.6***

Yes
Gender
Income
Lowest 20%
2
3
4
Highest 20%

465 (13.3)
639 (18.2)
740 (21.1)
800 (22.8)
861 (24.6)

909 (22.2)
844 (20.6)
769 (18.8)
794 (19.4)
780 (19.0)

χ2(4)=131.2***

Unskilled or semi-skilled
Skilled manual or non-manual
Managerial and technical
Professional
Housing tenure
Mortgaged
Subsidized rent
Private rent
Maternal education
<O level
O level
>O level
Smoking in pregnancy
Yes

136 (3.7)
1,148 (31.4)
1,681 (45.9)
694 (19.0)

294 (6.4)
1,879 (40.6)
1,926 (41.7)
524 (11.3)

χ2(3)=165.0***

3,264 (85.5)
276 (7.2)
277 (7.3)

3,766 (71.7)
573 (10.9)
914 (17.4)

χ2(2)=259.6***

1,820 (47.8)
1,295 (34.0)
692 (18.2)

1,656 (33.0)
1,761 (35.1)
1,603 (31.9)

χ2(2)=279.0***

746 (19.0)

1,802 (32.0)

χ2(1)=200.42***

Continuous measures
Peer deviance

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean difference

Social

3.65 (3.41)

4.34 (3.88)

0.69 (.48, .89)

34.09 (6.22)

32.82 (6.65)

1.27 (.93, 1.60)

29.35 (4.6)

27.77 (4.86)

1.57 (1.38, 1.77)

Parental monitoring
Maternal age
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Panel a

Panel b
Figure 2. Panel a: maternal alcohol use; Panel b: partner alcohol use. Path model showing
the direct and indirect effects of parental alcohol use on young adult alcohol use through
parental monitoring, peer deviance and alcohol use early in early adolescence, while
adjusting for gender, maternal age at delivery, maternal smoking during pregnancy, family
income, socioeconomic position, housing tenure, maternal education (inclusion of
background covariates are not shown for ease of interpretation) (n=3,785). Dotted
directional arrows indicate insufficient evidence of an association. Direct and indirect effects
are obtained using the product of coefficients approach, whereby the indirect effects are
derived by multiplying the parameters along each of the paths from exposure to outcome. For
example, the indirect effect from partner moderate alcohol use to young adult alcohol use via
early alcohol initiation and peer deviance is calculated by multiplying the coefficients along
those paths (0.28*1.15*0.33=0.11).
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Table 2. Total, direct and indirect effects of parental alcohol use on young adult alcohol use
(n=3,785)

Total effect

Total indirect effect

Maternal alcohol use
Moderate
High-risk
-risk
b (95%
p
b (95%
CI)
CI)
1.07 (.64, <.0 1.71
1.49)
01 (1.07,
2.35)

Partner alcohol use
Moderate
High-risk
-risk
P
b (95%
P
b (95%
CI)
CI)
<.0 1.12 (.72, <.0 1.03 (.31,
01 1.51)
01 1.74)

p

0.26 (.08,
.44)

0.43 (.15,
.71)

<.0 0.46 (.28,
1
.64)

<.0 0.44 (.15,
01 .74)

<.0
1

0.06 (.02, .13)
0.24 (.07,
.01 .40)
0.04 (.17 .01, .09)
<.0 0.10 (.03,
1
.16)

0.06 (.01,
.12 .10)
<.0 0.26 (.15,
1
.38)
0.04 (.01,
.11 .06)
<.0 0.11 (.06,
1
.15)

0.08 (.00,
.02 .16)
<.0 0.23 (.05,
01 .41)
0.05 (.00,
.02 .10)
<.0 0.09 (.02,
01 .16)

Specific indirect
effects
Parental monitoring 0.03 (.02, .08)
Early alcohol 0.14 (.04,
initiation .25)
Parental monitoring– 0.02 (peer deviance .01, .05)
Early alcohol use– 0.06 (.02,
peer deviance .10)

.00
1

.18

0.81 (.39, <.0 1.28 (.65, <.0 0.66 (.26, <.0 0.58 (1.22)
01 1.91)
01 1.05)
01 .15, 1.31)
Note: Unstandardized coefficients and 95% confidence intervals are presented; models
adjusted for gender, maternal age at delivery, maternal smoking in pregnancy, maternal
education, socioeconomic position, housing tenure, and family income

<.0
01

.06
.01
.05
.01

Direct effect

.12
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